Streamline your data management

We give you a complete
overview of the company
you are going into business
with
Qrawler collects and indexes data from
more sources than any other service.
We provide a complete overview of
relevant individuals in leading positions,
and their respective involvement in other
companies, e.g. with partners and
agents as well as private networks and
relationships that are difficult to map.
Fast and always updated screening
identifies potential risk objects.

Social networks

Newspaper archives

Forums

Global media outlets

Sanction lists

Company registers

Financial records

Public records

Qrawler's DD screening goes deeper, is more comprehensive and
automates large parts of the information collection process

4%

Surface Web

▪ More comprehensive search and
indexing than other services

Deep Web

Dark Web

Academic databases
Medical records
Financial records
Legal documents
Some scientific reports
Some government reports

Subscription only information
Some organization-specific
repositories
Newspaper archives
Sanction lists
Scientific reports

▪ Faster identification of potential risks
▪ Approval of risk-free objects allows for
more efficient search and cost savings
▪ Identify correlations between different
sources (external and internal)

TOR
Political protest
Drug trafficking
Anonymous journalism
Hidden marketplaces
Onion sites

▪ Increased quality of risk assessments

96%
of content on the web
(estimated)

▪ More efficient sales cycle
(faster focus on relevant objects)

Qrawler aggregates both internal and external data across
the whole web to identify correlations and assess risks
The result
▪ Full overview of all available data in one view

Surface Web

▪ Verification of company identity, owners, board members,
key individuals, addresses, corporate identity numbers,
etc.
▪ Screening of persons of interest regarding their interests
or involvement in other companies & organizations, and
their connections to other key individuals

Deep Web

▪ In-depth analysis by searching non-public sources and
social networks
▪ Occurrences in the media and in sanctions or blacklists
▪ Comprehensive overview of both organisations and
people with a higher probability of corruption / sanction

Dark web

▪ High frequency screening can be done on the current
selection for further risk reduction

Fast and comprehensive risk identification increase sales
efficiency with focus on safe and profitable corporate transactions
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Single search
interface
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Extensive search,
market specific
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Clear visualisation

▪ Qrawler Search collects and indexes data in
internal systems, as well as systems with
shared file areas (Dropbox, Sharepoint, Box,
etc.) based on user access.

Liverty Import LTD

John Henry Doe

▪ Qrawler Search also collects any type of
external data (search engines, social media,
media, etc) to identify correlations and risks.

